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Look for "Utorrent" in game, after you get the torrent file, download and install the installer.Open up uTorrent & point it at
the RCT.rar file you just downloaded. When it is done downloading, you should see a window pops up & saying: click to open.

Click it & uTorrent should open, open the torrent file and the installer should start.Once the installer is done, it will let you
know how long the installation would be. Follow the on screen instruction. Done. 2018-10-18 Some stuff I want to have

included in the next build.Revitalization of Navigator.This would correct the issue where you would run through the tutorial 3
times before you finally see the maze. Revitalization of Nuts, bolts & wood for building.New ground spawn locations for the
four other starting cities.Revival of Rival Kingdoms.This is the expansion that adds in the new resources. The expansion is

also a map. The expansion has the new resource cities for Tukhtamun, Yi Sun-sin, and Shandu (Dormat). Also has improved
TTF map art, new skills, new NPCs, and the new resource capitol of Hun'gar. Last is it adds the new map of Baal's Revenge.
This is where you start off in the adventure. Baal's league begins once you complete the map. You can do more than one

map if you wish. Make sure when you complete a map, you then enter the new map, saving it in your collections. Once you
start on Baal's Revenge, you will automatically start in the dungeon. There is a tutorial, but its about 2 paragraphs about

where to go for all the info you need. 2018-10-19 Highlights: I added some new ground spawn locations in the central city for
Xiur, Shandu, and Yi Sun-sin. I also added a spawn location for Tukhtamun. All of these are located all around the central
city. I added new ground spawn locations around each of the 4 starting cities. The new ground spawn locations are fairly

large. Just means it can be used for gathering resources and trading. I also added the new resources to all city maps.
Starting off, I made an extract for each zone for the WoW2 base material. I then set up new minigame locations for all the
TFT. New location for Tanagridi. New position for Castle Tanagra. New position for Bolivar. New position for Castle Aforlons.
New position for Castle of Wisdom. New position for Brellab's Gate. Added the new location for Brellab's Court. Added the
new location for Riverlin's Rest. New location for Ozalid's Fortress. Added a new location for Falstad's Punish. Added a new
location for Town of Magnimar. I also added the new map of Baal's Revenge. Last is I added more ground spawn locations

around the central city. I added the new ground spawn locations in Xur, Shandu, and Yi Sun-sin. I also added a spawn
location for Tukhtamun. All of these are located all around the central city. I added new ground spawn locations around each

of the 4 starting cities.
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a friend of mine told me of a website called best-torrent-clan.org, it's really cool. you can be in a
team and you know it's secure if you're downloading from more then one place. but, still they don't
have many files. and i don't know if they are torrents, but they are easy to understand. for example
i saw there is a shoutbox for everyone and it's easy to join. i can download awesome maps there.
this is a reference website. i would like to make a notice that the maps i host on the cloud are not
workinh, as i know for sure. when i run them in the (theoretical) prime chat or just not in the inet
then all of the sudden the map is not showing up there. this is becuase i was playing the game of
warcraft 3 and i exit it or close it, or in my case delete the program and redownload it into the file.
what i meant was i said it's a theoretical prime chat. what i meant to say was the chats in the cloud
are not working for me...anyways yea i might install the new one into a different place. cool maps i
didn't know they had so much! Alright, not sure where I should put this in the forum, if anywhere. I

host the new CTF maps for TFT on the USC and am also uploading them to the wiki. Can anyone
confirm if my URLs there are actually working? Hope this isn't a place to spam! thanks for the

wonderful new version of TFT. I can now always have a loaded map up in the corner. with every
map having a unique map editor. its just fantastic. and you can always know your opponent is

cheating if your map has an item editor which is always completely functional. 5ec8ef588b
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